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ABSTRACT 

The article deals with discrete-time simulation of multi-agent car systems. The entire con-
cept of modular simulator is presented and its features are shown. Furthermore, the simpli-
fied model of vehicle dynamics is described, and the possibility of the usage of neural net-
work as a driver simulation is drafted and analyzed. Models are also evaluated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade, the road traffic intensity has been increasing rapidly in almost every 
city on Earth. Road traffic monitoring has become the focal point of interest, and evalua-
tion of gained results can considerably help to improve road safety. In spite of the results 
shows the way, in which the traffic flow can be optimized, certain analysis such as car 
crashes still have to be simulated. 

The complex simulation represents a very complicated problem, and implementation al-
ways depends on what kind of results is required. In our case the study deals with organi-
zational character of traffic situation, therefore only two-dimensional environments are 
used. Concerning that, the vehicle representation was chosen as a simple polygonal mod-
el, and for every element in simulation are important shapes of objects and key factors ra-
ther then accurate graphic representation. 

2. SIMULATOR 

Figure 1 shows layout of the application with section of road in the view port field. Design 
concept does not focus on multi MDI windows for adjusting parameters of elements, hie-
rarchical structure of objects with using of properties features enables both of reading or 
writing values with property editor, which makes control simple and intuitive. The whole 
application is developed on .NET platform in C# language with the use of modern stan-
dards for object-oriented programming. For example, polygonal models of objects and ent-



ities in simulation are stored in XML form using .NET serialization system. It is also re-
markable that program runs on multi-thread engine, which enables utilization of parallel 
computing if needed. [1] As was mentioned, the purpose of application is realistic simula-
tion of vehicle models and driver behavior. It is obvious that driver and its vehicle charac-
teristics are specific for every single case, and the simulation concept have to allow adjust-
ing driver or vehicle qualities.  

  

Fig. 1: Application screen 

2.1. ENGINE  

Specifically designed engine provides real-time (with respect to hardware capability) or 
full-speed simulation. Distribution of time is optional, starts at 1ms step and should follow 
users needs. As can be seen on simplified class-diagram of application (Fig 2.), there are 
two accumulators for static and dynamic elements. Every accumulator contains references 
to the base classes of stored elements. Function of the static objects, like a road or trees, is 
just non-dynamic. That means, the object has its location and shape defined but no state 
values are present. 

 

Fig. 2: Simulator application block diagram 



There are two important dynamically adjustable properties at the level of Car element 
class. At first, Kinematical model class provides possibility of making own vehicle beha-
vior based on different physical models, which are implemented. At second, Decision 
model class includes the control system of the vehicle, and represents driver model with his 
individual behavior. Both of these classes can be set individually for every vehicle element 
in simulation. The intention was to build universal open platform for traffic simulations 
with simple extensibility for vehicle and driver behavior in form of external models. [2] 

3. DRIVER MODELING 

It is evident that modeling of driver is now divided on two separated parts equally to the 
real systems where driver controls the vehicle. The simulation platform is universal so we 
have to restrict models for at least one case suitable for neural network as a part of driver 
control system. 

3.1. VEHICLE DYNAMICS  

At first, vehicle dynamic have to be described in form of equations, which converts the 
state of the vehicle in time t to the state in time t + ∆t. The time is distributed trough simu-
lation in discrete-packages, and it is an input value to the vehicle model, too.  

 

Fig. 3: Vehicle state description 

Figure 3 shows the other state values of the vehicle. The location in two-dimensional space 
is defined by coordinates x and y at the center of the rear axle. In addition, non-state 
value l represents distance between rear and front axle. The angle α is relative rotation rela-
te to global coordinate system, and the angle β is relative rotation of front wheels relate to 
the vehicle coordinate system. With this description should be vehicle dynamic described 
by following equations (1). [3] 
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Besides the time step value, there are two velocity values v1 and v2 as the input parameters 
where both of them can reach positive or negative values. The velocity v1 indicates a speed 
of vehicle where positive value means moving forward and negative means moving back-
ward. The other velocity v2 indicates how fast are the front wheels turning left (negative 



values) or right (positive values). It is evident that in this case is vehicle model simplified 
to one-track vehicle with one wheel in center of each axle. Any more complex model 
should be implemented but for our reasons is this description sufficient. 

3.2. NEURAL NETWORK DRIVER  

When the vehicle dynamic is set, we should use neural network for driver simulation. In 
hierarchical structure of control is neural network placed between vehicle model and deci-
sion algorithm, which defines the path the vehicle is following. Usage of this implemen-
tation is in simulation trustful driver reactions obtained from measured characteristics. 
These characteristics are also used as training data for neural network that means the real 
driver is a “black-box” to us and we do not have to analyze behavior for trustful modeling. 
Another kind of driver or another mood of the same driver is only a new set of weights of 
neural network.  

 
Fig. 4: Neural network driver -  input values 

There are many way how to learn neural network and many techniques of its usage. The 
presented solution (Fig. 4:) gives two kinds of inputs to the neural network. One of them is 
a vector of differences between actual direction of vehicle and shape of path which is the 
vehicle following. The other set of inputs represents distances between shoulders of 
road, vehicles border and distance of nearest car at the front, which is suitable when path 
collides with some objects. Output vector of the network contains velocities, used as input 
factors to the vehicle model at the same time. In addition, there is a good reason for im-
plementing time factor as an additional input for synchronizing neural network reactions 
with actual time step, but is better not to change time step during the simulation if no adap-
tation algorithm is implemented. 

Our model of neural network was multilayer-perceptron with many different topologies 
where number of neuron was in range not going over a hundred of neurons because it was 
sufficient for our purpose. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The suggested implementation has worked correctly. It is remarkable that there is many 
ways how to use standard regulation for shape following with known system of vehicle 
dynamics and in fact those methods would do better fit. However, what makes neural net-



works useful is the way of learning which comes out form conditions of real measured da-
ta. It is very hard to design a system that will be approximating measured characteristics on 
very abstract level of knowledge about the real driver. In many cases, no heuristic informa-
tion is present over all. That is the part where neural networks are successful, the part 
where we have incomplete information about systems. Moreover, some disadvantages still 
remains such as number of computations needed for neural network operations. However, 
the simulation is not hard real-time at all. 

Structure of simulation engine, which separates driver from vehicle, allows using neural 
network as a model of vehicle, too. This will be a great deal when all that we know about 
simulated vehicle is described in form of measured characteristics, and according to 
a theoretical assumptions, even a network with a small amount of neurons should greatly 
simulate a real driver or vehicle. With respect to fact, that all these features can be combi-
ned together, we receive a very promising platform, which capabilities go over the usage of 
stand alone neural network and soon will meet other technologies like fuzzy systems as 
well. 
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